Nak1 interacts with Hob1 and Wsp1 to regulate cell growth and polarity in Schizosaccharomyces pombe.
We have previously reported that Nak1, a group-II germinal center (GC) kinase, is essential for polarized growth in Schizosaccharomyces pombe. Here, we provide evidence that Nak1 regulates cell growth and polarity, in part, through its interactions with Hob1 (an Rvs167/amphiphysin homolog) and Wsp1 (Wiskott-Aldrich-syndrome-protein homolog). We found that Nak1, Hob1 and Wsp1 interact physically, and that both Hob1/green-fluorescent-protein (Hob1-GFP) and Wsp1-GFP fusion proteins localized to F-actin patches at growing cell ends and medial division sites. Hob1-GFP was dissociated from patches in cells lacking Wsp1. Also, Hob1 overexpression dissociated Wsp1-GFP from foci, inhibited Wsp1-directed F-actin formation in vitro and partially restored polarity defects associated with Wsp1 overexpression or nak1 repression. Furthermore, loss of both Wsp1 and Hob1 resulted in rounded cells, slow growth and multiple septae. Together, these observations suggest that Hob1 and Wsp1 cooperate to mediate cell polarity, growth and division. Repression of nak1 resulted in a random redistribution of Hob1-GFP and Wsp1-GFP foci, and inhibition of Wsp1-directed F-actin formation in vitro. Furthermore, hob1delta and wsp1delta mutants exhibited synthetic growth defects in combination with nak1 repression, suggesting that Nak1 has redundant functions with Hob1 and Wsp1. Collectively, our results suggest that Nak1 both regulates and cooperates with Hob1 and Wsp1 to promote F-actin formation and polarized cell growth.